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Abstract

In the midst of global biodiversity loss and rising disease incidence in wildlife, there has been 

growing interest in the role of infectious disease in species extinction. At local scales infectious 

disease is a common driver of population declines but globally it is an infrequent driver of species 

extinction and endangerment. For those unfortunate species threatened by disease questions 

remain, including when, along the pathway to extinction, do pathogens become a threat? We used 

the 2011 IUCN Red List, focusing on amphibians, birds, and mammals to test the null hypothesis 

that the proportion of species threatened by disease is the same in each status category (least 

concern to extinct). Overall, we found that pathogens appear to increase in importance as species 

move towards extinction though this varies with host taxonomy. We compare this finding to other 

threats (e.g. land-use change and invasive species) and discuss the role of potential ecological and 

artifactual drivers. Furthermore, we identify what other threats most frequently co-occur with 

infectious disease to examine the specific role of disease in driving extinction. We determined that 

infectious disease is rarely the sole driver of extinction and that being affected by other threats 

increases the odds of infectious disease co-occurring as a driver of extinction. Ultimately, our 

conclusions echo previous calls for baseline data on the presence of pathogens in species when 

they show the first signs of extinction risk and arguably before.
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Introduction

Despite imperfect and relatively little data on the diversity and abundance of pathogens in 

wild populations, recent strides have been made to quantify the role of infectious disease in 
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species extinction. At local scales infectious disease is a common driver of temporary or 

permanent population declines (de Castro & Bolker 2005; Pedersen et al. 2007; Smith et al. 

2009a; Smith et al. 2009b). Globally, however, infectious disease (disease hereafter) appears 

to be an infrequent driver of species extinction or endangerment (Smith et al. 2006). 

Analysis of the 2004 International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List 

revealed that disease was a contributing threat in <4% of known species extinctions since 

1500 and <8% of those critically endangered (Smith et al. 2006). The minor role of disease 

as a driver of species extinction is in sharp contrast to invasive species, habitat destruction, 

and overexploitation, each of which are cited (alone and in combination with other threats) 

as causing 45-54% of well documented animal extinctions (Clavero & Garcia-Berthou 2005; 

Hoffmann et al. 2010; IUCN 2012). Nevertheless, some diseases pose uncontested threats to 

certain taxa: i.e. chytridiomycosis in hundreds of amphibian species worldwide, avian pox 

and malaria in the majority of Hawaii's native avifauna, facial tumor disease in the 

Tasmanian Devil (Sarcophilus harrisii), fibropapillomatosis in green sea turtles (Chelonia 

mydas) and white-nose syndrome in six species of North American bats (Atkinson et al. 

1995; Daszak et al. 1999; Schloegel et al. 2006; Jones et al. 2007; Blehert 2009; Van Houtan 

et al. 2010; Foley et al. 2011; Hof et al. 2011).

Basic theory predicts that diseases should drive species to extinction when pre-epidemic 

population size is small, transmission is frequency-dependent, reservoir hosts are available, 

or when the pathogen can survive in the abiotic environment for long periods or under 

myriad conditions (de Castro & Bolker 2005; Smith et al. 2009a). The latter is an especially 

concerning characteristic of a growing number of pathogenic fungi threatening wildlife and 

domesticated species worldwide (Fisher et al. 2012). For many pathogens, transmission rates 

decline with decreasing host populations to the extent that directly transmitted pathogens 

may be lost if host populations drop below a particular threshold density (Anderson et al. 

1986; McCallum & Dobson 1995). Following this logic, species on the verge of extinction 

should harbor relatively few pathogenic species, an outcome supported by a study of Red 

List primates where total parasite species richness was significantly lower among threatened 

compared to non-threatened species (Altizer et al. 2007). While this study did not 

distinguish between parasites that are known threats to primate species and those simply 

identified as present in a population, the findings, in combination with those described 

above, suggest that the impact of single pathogenic species may be all that is required to tip 

a host toward extinction. A remaining question is therefore, when does disease become a 

threat to species on the road to extinction and does it co-occur, predictably, with other 

threats?

On one hand, we might expect diseases to more commonly threaten host species early in the 

extinction process (i.e. least concern or near threatened species) – when populations are still 

large enough to sustain transmission and encounter a greater pool of potential pathogens 

(Anderson et al. 1986; McCallum & Dobson 1995). On the other hand, disease may be more 

common threat among endangered species, whose populations are reduced (both in terms of 

genetic diversity and absolute abundance) and likely stressed from other threats that 

predispose them to infection (O'Brien & Evermann 1988; Aguirre & Tabor 2008). For 

example, amphibians impacted by land-use change and climate change may be more likely 
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to face threats from disease (Hof et al. 2011). Disease may also become a significant threat 

to a species following the onset of other specific threats. For example, invasive species are 

predators on a large number of Red List species, but also have the potential to harbor 

parasites and pathogens that may spillover and establish in native populations (Gurevitch & 

Padilla 2004; de Castro & Bolker 2005; Smith & Carpenter 2006).

It is difficult to determine the sequence of the onset of threats to species on the road to 

extinction. In part, this is due to a lack of long-term data on the changing conditions 

surrounding species in their native ranges and the pool of parasites and pathogens they 

harbor (Plowright et al. 2008). Preliminary insight may be gained, however, by examining 

the relative role, and cooccurrence, of threats associated with groups of species at varying 

levels of extinction risk (e.g. vulnerable vs. endangered vs. critically endangered species). 

We attempt this using the Red List of threatened mammals, birds, and amphibians, with the 

goal of gaining new insight into global trends in disease threats to wildlife. First, we 

examined whether there is variation in the proportion of species between Red List status 

categories that are threatened by disease in order to assess when along the road to extinction 

disease becomes a contributing threat. We then determined what other threats most 

frequently co-occur with disease and whether being affected by these other threats increases 

the likelihood that of having disease as a threat.

Methods

The Red List does not provide a simple means of assessing temporal trends in disease, or 

other threats, to individual species over time. However, data in the Red List can be used to 

calculate variation in the relative occurrence of a given threat between status categories for 

groups of species. Here we used the Red List to examine whether there was variation in the 

relative occurrence of disease between Red List status categories. We searched the Red List 

for amphibian, bird, and mammal species listed in the following status categories: Least 

Concern, Near Threatened, Vulnerable, Endangered, Critically Endangered, Extinct in the 

Wild, and Extinct for assessment years 1996-2011 (n= 19,378 species). Following 

established methods (Smith et al. 2006; see Appendix S1), each species account was read in 

full to identify those for which disease was a listed threat, totaling 917 species (554 

amphibians, 190 birds, and 173 mammals) (Table S1).

Because the Red List does not categorize threats based on the strength of supporting 

evidence (Smith et al. 2006; Heard et al. 2011) each species account must be read in full to 

determine which threats are based on evidence or are hypothesized to be current or future 

threats (after Smith et al. 2006). For each of the 917 species threatened by disease, we 

classified into the two following groups: 1) Evidence-based threat - the species for which 

disease has occurred historically, is ongoing, or present (see Appendix S1), or 2) 

Hypothesized threat - the species for which disease is only a hypothesis (no evidence 

currently exists to support the claim, ongoing research is attempting to discern the threat of 

disease, or disease has been suggested to pose a threat in the future). Of the 19,378 Red 

Listed species we examined, there were only 1.2% (240 species including 83 amphibians, 43 

birds, and 114 mammals) for which the threat of disease was grounded in evidence and 3.5% 

(677 species including 471 amphibians, 147 birds, and 49 mammals) for which the threat of 
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disease was hypothesized. Analyses were initially conducted for all species (evidence + 

hypothesized threat of disease) and those with just evidence of a disease threat. However, 

results for both groups were quantitatively and qualitatively similar and so we only present 

reults from the evidence-based group (240 species) in the manuscript.

We tested the null hypothesis that the proportion of species threatened by disease is the same 

in each Red List status category. We used contingency table analysis (CTA) for species in 

each taxonomic class (amphibians, birds, and mammals) separately and combined (‘all 

species’). We calculated expected values using the number of species threatened and not 

threatened by disease in each Red List status category to determine if the propotion of 

species affected by disease varies as species move towards extinction. For this analysis, we 

excluded extinct in the wild and extinct species from the CTA because these categories do 

not represent specific stages in the pathway towards extinction and all threats that ever 

affected the species are included without distinguishing the role they played. As a result of 

these inclusions, extinct and extinct in the wild status categories are fundamentally different 

from other Red List status categories. Additionally, there were ultimately too few species 

with actual evidence of disease being a threat to conduct statistical analyses (Appendix S1). 

Because CTA tests only for variation among groups, and not directional trends, we 

graphically depicted our findings to qualitatively assess differences between Red List status 

categories. To contextualize our findings for disease, we also examined whether the 

proportion of species affected by other drivers of extinction varied between Red List status 

categories. Currently, there are more than 12 potential drivers of extinction listed in the Red 

List, each having at minimum 3 additional sub-categories. Therefore, for ease of 

investigation, we created six general categories of threats: 1) land-use change, 2) 

overexploitation, 3) problematic/invasive species, 4) pollution, 5) geological events, and 6) 

climate change/severe weather (see Appendix S1).

We also identified which of these six other threats most frequently co-occur with disease. To 

identify these co-occuring threats, we read the full account Red List account for each of the 

species affected by disease and identified which other threats were also present. We then 

calculated the proportion of the 240 evidence-based disease species affected by each of the 

six co-occurring threats and depicted this graphically for amphibians, birds, mammals, and 

all species. While the Red List does not determine the order of the onset of threats, it is 

possible to determine the correlative strength of co-occurrence. We examined whether being 

affected by any of the six other threats increased the probability that a species was also 

likely to be threatened by disease by calculating the odds ratio for each other threat. We used 

odds ratios, commonly used in epidemiology, to estimate the strength of association between 

a categorical outcome, such as occurrence of a disease, and factors suspected of contributing 

to the odds of the outcome event (Woodward 2005; Merrill 2010). This methodology has 

been adopted recently in conservation biology and ecology studies to evaluate the impacts of 

multiple stressors on threatened species (Davidson & Knapp 2007; Johnson et al. 2008; 

Witte et al. 2008). Here, we used the odds ratio to determine whether being threatened by 

any of the six major threats in the Red List increased the likelihood of also being threatened 

by disease. Statistical evaluations of odds ratios incorporated Fisher's Exact Test. Analyses 

were conducted separately for amphibians, birds, mammals, and all species.
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Results

The proportion of species affected by disease varied significantly between Red List status 

categories for amphibians (χ2=90.8, p<0.0001), birds (χ2=269.7, p<0.0001), mammals 

(χ2=45.4, p<0.0001), and all species (χ2= 264.4, p<0.0001) (Fig. 1). A qualitative trend 

showing an increase in the proportion of species threatened by disease as species move 

towards extinction was evident for amphibians, birds and all species (Fig. 1). In contrast, 

mammals show no clear directional trend between Red List status categories, with the 

highest proportion of mammals affected by disease is in the endangered status category (Fig. 

1).

The proportion of species affected by the six other major threats varied between Red List 

status categories for all species: land-use change (χ2= 9425.8, p<0.0001), overexploitation 

(χ2=2193.6, p<0.0001), problematic/invasive species (χ2= 3151.61, p<0.0001), pollution 

(χ2=938.4, p<0.0001), geological events (χ2= 368.9, p<0.0001), and climate change/severe 

weather (χ2= 917.68 p<0.0001) (Fig. 2). Problematic/invasive species, pollution, geological 

events, and climate change, showed similar directional trends to disease, as the proportion of 

species affected by each of these threats increased as species moved up in status category 

(Fig. 2). However, this was not true for land-use change or overexploitation, which showed 

no clear directional trends (Fig. 2).

Disease was infrequently the sole threat to Red Listed species (1.3% of all species with 

disease; Table 1). Land-use change threatned amphibians, birds, and mammals nearly 

equally, while the second most common co-occurring threat varied was different for each 

taxonomic group (Table 1). Odds ratios calculations showed that being threatened by any of 

the six major threats increased the likelihood of also having disease co-occur as a listed 

threat for amphibians, birds, mammals, and all species (Fig. 3) However, there were no 

consistent trends between our three taxonomic groups in terms of which threats most 

significantly increased the likelihood of a species also being threatened by disease (Fig. 3).

Discussion

Despite recent updates to the Red List, evidence for the role of disease as a major threat to 

species at risk of extinction remains scant. Smith et al. 2006 reported supporting evidence in 

less than half of critically endangered species with disease listed as a threat in the 2004 Red 

List. Our analysis suggests little progress has been made to acquire evidence for many 

hypothesized disease-induced species declines, as only 26% (240 species) of the 917 species 

with disease listed as a driver of extinction had evidence of an actual threat (Table S1). The 

listing of hypothesized, ongoing, and future predicted threats to Red List species is the result 

of a precautionary approach adopted by assessment teams. This is certainly justified, but the 

sheer number of non-evidence backed threats to species approaching extinction implies a 

major lack of on-the-ground surveillance systems providing data critical to designing 

effective conservation strategies (Smith et al. 2006; Heard et al. 2011).

Examination of species with an evidence-based disease threat suggests that the proportion of 

species threatened by disease varies between IUCN status categories and significantly 
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increases for amphibians, birds, and all of our species combined as these taxa travel down 

the road toward extinction (Fig. 1). This finding may be the result of 1) ecological factors 

associated with increasing threat levels that predispose species to infection with harmful 

parasites and pathogens, or 2) discovery bias—an artifact of increasing resources and 

accumulation of knowledge about the threats to species as they move closer to extinction. 

The latter may be especially plausible for disease given the difficulties associated with 

studying parasites and pathogens in wild populations (Plowright et al. 2008). A case in point 

is the recently extinct Polynesian tree snail (Partula turgida), the final five individuals of 

which were diagnosed with a parasitic infection only after they were pulled into captivity in 

hopes of curtailing extinction (Cunningham & Daszak, 1998). Disease was considered the 

final threat that drove the species to extinction, but the causal parasites may never have been 

discovered if the few remaining individuals were not studied so thoroughly. If discovery 

bias is the sole driving mechanism behind the accumulation of threats to species on the path 

to extinction then the same pattern should hold for other threats, many of which also become 

increasingly apparent when extinction risk increases and species are more thoroughly 

studied. However, a preliminary look at the other six threats in the Red List show that this 

trend occurs some, but not all, of the time (Fig. 2)

Collectively, land-use change, overexploitation, problematic/invasive species, pollution, 

geological events, and climate change/severe weather exhibit a wide range of variation in 

relative importance among status categories. Given that threats in the Red List are status-

specific (i.e. they may be deleted when species move between categories), this variation 

implies the role of both ecological processes and scientific effort as drivers behind the 

timing of threats to species as they become increasingly threatened with extinction (Fig. 2). 

For example, it is perhaps no surprise that almost all near threatened and threatened species 

are impacted by land-use change, which is the most pervasive human impact worldwide 

(Vitousek et al. 1997; Wilcove et al. 1998; Hoffmann et al. 2010), while climate change/

severe weather, a frequently hypothesized future threat in the Red List, may be more likely 

to be documented in species that closer to extinction (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2008; Araujo et 

al. 2011) (Fig. 2).

The potential ecological reasons for why disease would be a more common threat to species 

on the verge of extinction may also be explained by variation in the characteristics of the 

parasites and pathogens associated with species in different status categories. Theory 

predicts an increasing representation of frequency dependent, host generalist pathogens that 

utilize reservoir hosts or which can survive in the abiotic environment in status categories 

closer to extinction (Smith et al. 2006; Pedersen et al. 2007). However, a paucity of parasite 

and pathogen diversity associated with threatened species prevents us from assessing such a 

trend (Table S1). By far the most common diseases found in threatened birds are avian 

influenza, botulism, and malaria, which are all host generalists. Not surprisingly, 

chytridiomycosis is the most common disease threat to amphibians. The causal fungus, 

Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis, has a large host range, can persist for months in the soil, 

and is asymptomatic in some species (e.g. North American Bullfrogs, Rana catesbeiana) 

(Dobson & Foufopoulos 2001; Johnson & Speare 2005). Mammals did not exhibit an 

increasing trend in disease as species become more threatened, with the highest proportion 
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of disease found in endangered species (Fig. 1). Many of the diseases associated with 

threatened mammals are density dependent pathogens originating in domestic/feral animals, 

including rinderpest, canine and phocine distemper viruses (IUCN 2011). Pathogen spillover 

events from domestic to wild mammals may occur at intermediate status levels where other 

threats like invasive species and land-use change have already occurred, facilitating contact 

events and setting the stage for pathogen spread before populations fall below the necessary 

threshold density required to maintain them (Pedersen et al. 2007). Broader analyses that 

include non-threatened species may provide enough resolution to allow in depth 

examination of meaningful shifts in parasite and pathogen characteristics as species move 

toward extinction.

While it is beyond the scope of this paper to address the causal factors driving the timing of 

individual threats in the extinction process, our findings indicate that disease is infrequently 

a single contributing threat (Table 1) and that being affected by any of the other six major 

threats increases the likelihood of a species being simultaneously threatened by disease (Fig. 

3). Because there is limited statistical variation among the odds ratios of each of our six 

major threats for amphibians, birds, and mammals (Fig. 3), we also cannot infer which other 

threats most significantly increase the likelihood of species also being threatened by disease. 

Therefore, we suggest that examination of the literature detailing the timing and onset of 

these threats to Red List species is required to assess whether disease follows other threats or 

vice versa.

Our findings suggest that a combination of discovery bias, interactions with other threats, 

and the basic ecology of pathogens collectively influence the timing of disease as a threat to 

species on the road to extinction. They also provide the first overview of what threats most 

commonly co-occur with disease and suggest that disease is unlikely to be the sole 

contributing threat on the pathway to extinction. We recognize that our findings may be 

influenced by the relative lack of evidence for disease-threatened animals in the Red List 

and the paucity of pathogens associated with threatened species. Nevertheless, we hope they 

incite more in depth examination of the onset of disease and other Red List threats to species 

on the road to extinction and the exemplify the need for the compilation of baseline data on 

the presence of pathogens in species populations when they show the first signs of extinction 

risk. Ultimately, striving to collect such data will provide a clear benefit to wildlife 

conservation in the future.
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Figure 1. 
The proportion of species with evidence of a disease threat: LC=Least Concern, NT=Near 

Threatened, VU=Vulnerable, EN=Endangered, CR=Critically Endangered, ExW/

Ex=Extinct in the Wild and Extinct. Proportions were calculated using the number of 

species threatened by disease divided by the total number of species in each corresponding 

Red List status category. Extinct species are shaded because they are excluded from 

statistical analyses and because they are categorically different from other Red List status 

categories (see Methods). CTA showed that proportions significantly varied between Red 

List status categories for amphibians (χ2=90.8, p<0.0001), birds (χ2=269.7, p<0.0001), 

mammals (χ2=45.4, p<0.0001), and all species (χ2= 264.4, p<0.0001).
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Figure 2. 
The proportion of species affected by six major threats in IUCN Red List: LC=Least 

Concern, NT=Near Threatened, VU=Vulnerable, EN=Endangered, CR=Critically 

Endangered, ExW/Ex=Extinct in the Wild and Extinct. Proportions were calculated using 

the number of species threatened divided by the total number of species in each 

corresponding status category. Extinct species are shaded because they are excluded from 

statistical analyses and because they are categorically different from other Red List status 

categories (see Methods). CTA showed tha proportions significantly varied between Red 
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List status categories for each of the six drivers of extinction: land-use change (χ2= 9425.8, 

p<0.0001), overexploitation (χ2=2193.6, p<0.0001), invasive species (χ2= 3151.61, 

p<0.0001), pollution (χ2= 938.4, p<0.0001), geological events (χ2= 368.9, p<0.0001), and 

climate change/severe weather (χ2= 917.68 p<0.0001).
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Figure 3. 
Odds ratios and confidence intervals showing the increase in likelihood of having disease 

co-occur with each of the six other major threats. Odds ratios greater than one indicate that 

there is an increased likelihood of having disease also occur as a threat than compared to 

when the threat is absent. Odds ratios were calculated for each of the six threats using the 

following example formula for land-use change: (# of species threatened by disease and 

land-use change divided by # of species not threatened by disease, but threatened by land-

use change) divided by (# of species threatened by disease, but not by land-use change 
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divided by # of species not threatened by disease or land-use change). Black bars correspond 

to statistically significant odds ratios, whose confidence intervals exclude 1.0, (p<0.05) as 

determined by Fisher's Exact Test, while grey bars represent non-significant results.
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